
 John Hand - ARUP, Houston Endowment Headquarters 
 -Hand leads the ARUP structural program in Houston, started in Boston, been in houston for 15 
 years, studied architecture then switched to engineering 
 -Houston Endowment Headquarters: architect is Kevin Daly and Associates 
 -philanthropic organization in Houston - Jones family (major family in Houston) 
 -They do a lot of work for schools, charity - did competition for this building (200 entries) 
 -Building is just west of downtown by the Buffalo Bayou greenway (Spotts Park) 
 -canopy assembly- shading elements provide great natural light and allow for solar energy 
 -allowed team to look for many options on the mechanical systems side 
 -goal is to have collaborative open space with offices on the outside 
 -basement level parking which turns into plaza/terrace that wraps around building 
 -ymca demolished - found terrible fill underneath, soil was not great so they had a lot of 
 challenges in locating the foundation and proper soil conditions 
 -section view shows parking lot and elevator lobby with terrace space on top 
 -final renderings show ideas for outside plaza 
 -used CLT + Steel Hybrid - first of this nature in Houston 
 -schematic design: renderings from Daly showed all exposed concrete (aesthetically pleasing) 
 -thought on MEP side was to have radiative cooling on the inside (reduce duct work) 
 -radiant systems are used in hotter climate, feeling is different than convective systems 
 -net zero design iterations - aluminum canopy louvers, CLT decking 
 -had to pivot quickly at the end of schematic design - knew concrete wouldn’t work 
 -atrium: building grew to three stories, causes big headache with fire stairs, have to close off 
 floors/atriums with glass or have fire protective systems 
 -tweaked atrium from three stories to two stories- allowed reduction of fire evacuation system 
 -benefit for CLT is the aesthetics - needed to put MEP systems on a plenum/raised axis floor 
 -hides everything and makes space flexible and adaptable for changes 
 -radiant cooling: don’t need ducts, feel cooling much differently - reduce MEP/energy overall 
 -structural cost was 2x what they wanted, big driver of why concrete was hurting was the weight, 
 translates to foundation costs which were already high because of soil problems 
 -SD: concrete would’ve used much more time and money, chose CLT and steel 
 -pulled out half of the building weight when changed to CLT/steel - reduced half structural cost 
 -from a carbon standpoint, steel is less intensive than concrete, CLT is carbon negative 
 -steel/CLT helped reduce carbon and balance long term energy use, great solution 
 -why mass timber? Sustainability, aesthetics, speed and cost; firms are trying to change all 
 structural problems to net carbon zero - timber helps out the most structurally 
 -mass timber used widely in Europe - making its way to the US 
 -roof deck assembly - insulation added, roofs can span 20 feet because of reduced loading 
 -moment frames - used as opposed to braces because of space planning and aesthetics 
 -concentrating force with brace frames - would need very large foundation systems 


